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WELL MIXED WORLD COINS BY THE POUND
Each pound contains about 85 to 120 mostly different coins, mostly circulated, from around the
world. Every lot is different. These lots provide hours of fun for kids and adults. Somebody must
be finding some good stuff as we get lots of repeat orders on these lots.
Item 1POUND 1 POUND (about 450 grams) OF WELL MIXED WORLD COINS $15.00
Item 3POUND 3 POUNDS OF WELL MIXED WORLD COINS .............................. $39.00
Item 12POUND 12 POUNDS OF WELL MIXED WORLD COINS .......................... $129.00

2022 AUSTRALIA SILVER KOOKABURRA
Australia's
Perth
Mint
continued
its
popular
Kookaburra series with this
2022 silver 1 Dollar. The
reverse depicts a kookaburra
perched on an ornamental bird
bath among Agapanthus. Also
on the reverse is The Perth
Mint’s ‘P’ mint mark, the 2022
date, the weight and purity and
a secret micro-laser engraved
security letter that is only
visible under a magnifying glass. The 40.9mm coin contains 1 troy ounce of .9999 fine silver
and comes in a protective capsule. Queen Elizabeth is on the obverse.
Item AU-KOOK22 AUSTRALIA 1 DOLLAR 2022 SILVER KOOKABURRA BU .... $47.00
2022 AUSTRALIA SILVER KANGAROO
A hopping Kangaroo is
featured on this 2022 1 troy
ounce .9999 fine silver Dollar
of Australia. The coin has an
intricately detailed engraved
design to thwart counterfeiting
and allow the coins to be
easily stacked. A further anticounterfeiting device is a
microscopic "A" within the
letter "K" in Kangaroo. The
Perth Mint's P mintmark is in
the engraving at the right of the Kangaroo. The obverse features the Jody Clark portrait of Queen
Elizabeth. The Perth Mint was founded in 1899 as a branch of the Royal Mint in England. It is
now owned by the state of Western Australia and its coinage is legal tender in Australia.
Item AU-ROO22 AUSTRALIA 1 DOLLAR 2022 SILVER KANGAROO BU ............ $34.00
2022 CHINESE SILVER PANDA
The 2022 Chinese Silver
Panda features two young
pandas playing in the snow.
Next to them is a privy mark
featuring the numeral 40 and
the head of a panda. 2022 is
the 40th anniversary of this
popular series of coins. The
coin was designed by Chinese
coin
designer
Huang
Qin. The obverse includes
the date, denomination and
the Temple of Heaven in Beijing. The Brilliant Uncirculated 40mm coins have a nominal face
value of 10 Yuan, contain 30 grams of .999 fine silver and come in a protective capsule.
Item CN-PANDA22 CHINA 2022 SILVER PANDA BU ................................................ $43.00
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2021 CARIBBEAN SILVER COINS

The East Caribbean Central Bank issued these attractive 2021
dated 2 Dollar coins for the British Overseas Territory of
Anguilla, Antigua & Barbuda, Dominica and Grenada. The
39mm Proof-like coins contains 1 troy ounce of .999 silver and
have a mintage of 25,000 each. Queen Elizabeth is on the
obverse of all the coins. The Anguilla issue depicts sailboats in
a regatta. Sailing is Anguilla's national sport. The Antigua &
Barbuda coin depicts the nations's national bird, the Frigate
bird, looking out over English Harbour on Antigua. A pair of
Sisserou parrots, the national bird of Dominica, are featured on
the Dominica coin. It is a critically endangered species that is
only found on Dominica and it is estimated that there are only about 50 mature Sisserous in the
wild. Sisserou parrots mate for life. These two look like they are very much in love. The
Grenada coin depicts Granada's coat of arms which is supported by an armadillo and a pigeon.
At the center of the arms is a small image of Columbus's ship Santa Maria.
Item ANGUILLA21 ANGUILLA 2 DOLLARS 2021 PROOF-LIKE .......................... $39.95
Item ANTIGUA21 ANTIGUA & BARBUDA 2 DOLLARS 2021 PROOF-LIKE....... $39.95
Item DOMINICA21 DOMINICA 2 DOLLARS 2021 PROOF-LIKE ........................... $39.95
Item GRENADA21 GRENADA 2 DOLLARS 2021 PROOF-LIKE ............................. $39.95
2022 SILVER BRITANNIA
Great Britain annually issues
this popular 1 troy ounce .999
fine silver coin called the
Britannia on an annual basis.
The reverse features the
helmeted figure of Britannia
standing holding a trident and
shield, her dress billowing in
the wind. The 2022 issue
incorporates many security
features: a latent image
changes from a padlock to
Britannia’s famous trident, a micro-text inscription within the design rim that reads in Latin
"Decus Et Tutamen" (an ornament and a safeguard), tincture lines within the stripes of the Union
Jack and a surface animation that imitates the movement of ocean waves. Queen Elizabeth is on
the obverse. The 38.61mm coin has the nominal value of 2 Pounds.
Item GB-BRIT22 GREAT BRITAIN 2022 1 TROY OZ SILVER BRITANNIA BU $34.00
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EAST INDIA COMPANY SILVER COIN FOR ST. HELENA HONORS NAPOLEON
The East India Company issued
this 1 troy ounce .999 fine silver
1 Pound coin for Saint Helena in
2021 to mark the 200th
anniversary of the death of
Napoleon Bonaparte. Napoleon
died in exile on the tiny island in
1821. His body was returned to
France in 1840, however the
elaborate
tomb
was
not
completed until 1861, some 40
years after his death. The reverse of the coin depicts one of the twelve marble angels that guard
Napoleon's tomb in Paris. Below is the privy mark of the East India Company. Queen Elizabeth
is on the obverse. The East India Company has an historic connection to St. Helena dating back
to 1658 when the company was granted a charter to govern the island.
Item SH-ANGEL21 ST. HELENA 1 POUND 2021 NAPOLEON ANGEL BU .......... $45.00
FRANCE COMMEMORATES NAPOLEON ON 2021 SILVER 10 EURO
France commemorated the 200th
anniversary of the death of Napoleon
Bonepart with this 2021 siver 10 Euro
coin. Napoleon is depicted with a
laurel crown. Beside him are symbols
of his reign: the Legion of Honor medal
which was instituted by Napoleon, the
Eagle, the bees and the sun of
Austerlitz. The words "2S" are
inscribed inside it refer to the date of
the victory of the battle of Austerlitz, December 2, 1805, the "S" representing the month of
December. The reverse includes the denomination within oak and laurel branches, the date, and a
series of lines representing France's hexagonal shape. The 31mm coin is struck in .333 fine silver
and comes in a descriptive folder written in French.
Item FR-NAPOLEON FRANCE 10 EURO 2021 NAPOLEON, BU ........................... $29.75

Item FR-2E21-OLY

FRANCE 2021 OLYMPIC 2 EUROS
France issued this non-circulating 2021 2 Euro coin to help celebrate the
2024 Olympic games which will take place in Paris. It is the first of four
2 Euro coins France plans to issue for the games. The coin features
Marianne, the personification of the French Republic running in front of
the Eiffel Tower. In the background is the Olympic stadium and the
emblem of the Paris Olympic games. The coin comes sealed in a
serially numbered coin card.
FRANCE 2 EUROS 2021 PARIS BU .......................................... $19.95

FRANCE 2022 JACQUES CHIRAC 2 EURO
France honored their late President Jacques Chirac on this circulating
2022 2 Euro coin. Chirac served as Prime Minister of France from 1974
to 1976, Mayor of Paris from 1977 to 1995 and President of France from
1995 to 2007. It was during his term that the Euro was introduced in
France. The coin features his portrait set against the Euro symbol and the
dates of his life: 1932 - 2019.
Item FR-2E22-CHIRAC FRANCE 2 EUROS 2022 JACQUES CHIRAC UNC. .......... $6.00
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FINLAND 2 EURO HONORS NATIONAL BALLET
Finland commemorated the 100th anniversary of their National Ballet on
this circulating 2022 2 Euro coin. The coin features the movement of a
dancer covered in a light flowing textile. The date 2022 is in large
numerals. Above is a tiny FI for Finland. Its first performance was Swan
Lake done in January 1922. It was the first ballet performed in Finland.
Since that time the National Ballet has grown from a small semiprofessional group into large full scale ballet company. The coin has a
mintage of 400,000.
Item FI-2E22-BALLET FINLAND 2 EUROS 2022 BALLET UNC. ........................... $10.00
MALTA 2021 TARXIEN TEMPLES 2 EURO
Malta continued their series of circulating 2 Euros honoring its Megalithic
temples with this 2021 issue depicting the Tarxien Temples. The Tarxien
temples consist of three separate but attached structures that date from
3600 to 2500BC. The temple was discovered in 1914 by farmers whose
plow would strike its large stone blocks. Excavation of the temple
complex started soon thereafter.
Item MT-2E21-TEMPLE MALTA 2 EUROS 2021 TARXIEN TEMPLES UNC ......... .$19.00
PORTUGAL COMMEMORATES FIRST FLIGHT ACROSS THE SOUTH ATLANTIC
Portugal issued this 2022 2 Euro coin to commemorate the 100 th
anniversary of the first flight across the South Atlantic. The flight left
Lisbon on March 30, 1922 in a Fairey III seaplane. After several stops for
refueling and repairs, their aircraft crashed at the Saint Peter and Saint
Paul Archipelago in the mid-Atlantic. A second plane was sent for them
to continue the journey, but it too crashed. They finally made it in a third
airplane, arriving in Rio de Janeiro on June 17, 1922. The journey lasted
79 days, of which 62 hours and 26 minutes were spent flying. The coin
depicts the Fairey III seaplane.
Item PT-2E22-AIR PORTUGAL 2 EURO 2022 TRANSATLANTIC FLIGHT UNC. . $7.00
SLOVENIA 2022 2 EURO HONORS ARCHITECT JOZE PLECNIK
The 150th anniversary of Slovenian architect Jose Plecnik is
commemorated on this bi-metallic 2022 2 Euro coin from Slovenia. He
had major impact on the modern architecture of Vienna, Prague and
Ljubljana, the capital of Slovenia, giving that city much of its modern
identity. The design features the large reading room window in the
National and University Library in Ljubljana, with a column in front of it.
The letters A R H. P L E Č N I K are built into the window space and is a
metaphor for the architect’s signature.
Item SI-2E22-PLECNIK SLOVENIA 2 EURO 2022 JOZE PLECNIK UNC. .............. $6.00
SLOVENIA 2022 3 EURO HONORS PAINTER MATIJA JAMA
The 150th anniversary of the birth of
Slovenian impressionist painter Matija
Jama is commemorated on this bi-metallic
2022 3 Euro coin from Slovenia. The
design reflects the brushstroke style of his
impressionist landscape paintings. One side
features three birch tree trunks. The other
side bears his signature, denomination and
date.
Item SI-3E22-JAMA SLOVENIA 3 EURO 2022 MATIJA JAMA UNC. .................... $10.00
www.joelscoins.com
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SPAIN RELEASES TWO 2022 2 EURO COINS
Spain recently released two 2022 dated 2 Euro coins. One commemorates
Juan Sebastián Elcano's circumnavigation of the earth. He was a member
the Magellan's expedition. The expedition started in 1519 with five ships
and 270 men. After numerous disasters, mutinies - including one led by
Elcano and Magellan's death, Elcano eventually took command of the
expedition. Elcano and 17 other survivors of the
original crew finally arrived in Spain in 1522 aboard
the smallest and last remaining ship of the
expedition, becoming the first people to circle the globe. The coin depicts
the bust of Elcano. The other coin honors Garajonay National Park, a
UNESCO heritage site on the island of La Gomera in the Canary Islands.
The 15 square mile (40 sq.km.) park is the home to numerous species of
plants and animals. The coin depicts a forest scene and the distinctive
Roque de Agando peak.
Item ES-2E22-ELCANO SPAIN 2 EURO 2022 CIRCUMNAVIGATION UNC. ......... $6.00
Item ES-2E22-GARA SPAIN 2 EURO 2022 GARAJONAY NATIONAL PARK UNC.$6.00
CHINA CELEBRATES YEAR OF THE TIGER
China commemorated the Year of the Tiger with
this attractive 27mm bi-metallic 2022 dated 10
Yuan coin. The reverse depicts a traditional artistic
paper-cutting of a tiger, a palace lantern and tree
branches. The obverse features the denomination
surrounded by an intricate etched floral design. The
large number 10 contains latent images which
change from "R M B" to "10 10 10" when the coin
is moved. The design also features micro-letters and other anti-counterfeiting devices.
Item CN-TIGER22 CHINA 10 YUAN 2022 YEAR OF THE TIGER, -BU .................... $8.00
FRANCE CELEBRATES YEAR OF THE TIGER
France celebrated the Chinese Year of the
Tiger with this 2022 Nordicgold (copperaluminum-nickel alloy) 1/4 Euro. One side of
the 31mm coin features a child-like tiger
surrounded by plum blossoms. The other side
depicts all 12 animals of the Chinese Zodiac
surrounding a ying-yang symbol, the
denomination and "RF" for République
Française.
Item FR-TIGER FRANCE 1/4 EURO 2022 YEAR OF THE TIGER UNC. ................ $11.00
CANADA 2022 SET INCLUDING SCARCE 50 CENTS

This six-piece Canadian 2022 coin set includes the regular issue Uncirculated 5, 10, 25 50 Cents,
1 and 2 Dollars coin. The 50 Cents was not released into circulation but is only available from the
mint at a substantial premium. The unpackaged set comes from original mint rolls.
Item CA-SET22 CANADA 2022 6 COIN SET, 5 CENTS - 2 DOLLARS, UNC. ....... $12.00
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INTERESTING WORLD COINS
JAPAN MULTI-COLORED SILVER EARTHQUAKE RELIEF COINS

Japan issued these two multi-colored silver 1000 Yen coins in 2015 to help raise funds for the
rebuilding effort after the Great East Japan Earthquake, also called the Tohoku Earthquake which
occurred March 3, 2011. The magnitude 9.1 earthquake was the largest ever recorded in Japan.
The earthquake triggered powerful tsunami waves that may have reached heights over 130 feet
(40.5m), traveled up to 6 miles (10km.) inland and led to the meltdown of the Fukushima Nuclear
Power Plant. As of 2015, when the coins were issued, almost a quarter of a million people were
still displaced from their homes. The first coin depicts a fishing boat with numerous flags and
banners coming to the rescue. Ears of rice are to the left It has a mintage of 60,000. The second
coin features an origami paper crane flying over the reconstruction zone. It has a mintage of only
40,000. Both coins have the same reverse depicting a tree and birds in flight. The legend
translates as "Let's do our best Japan". The coins are dated Heisei ear year 27, which corresponds
to 2015AD. They are 40mm and contain 1 troy ounce of .999 silver and come in their original
boxes with Certificates of Authenticity.
Item JP-BOAT JAPAN 1000 YEN 2015 BOAT Y242 Proof ............................................ $75.00
Item JP-CRANE JAPAN 1000 YEN 2015 CRANE Y243 Proof ...................................... $75.00
GERMAN POLYMER RING 5 EURO COINS
Germany introduced an
innovative new coinage
technique
with
their
polymer ring 5 Euro coins.
The coins have coppernickel outer ring and center
separated by a colored
polymer plastic ring. The
polymer ring is supposed to make the coins almost counterfeit proof. Due to the difficulty and
expense of minting these coins, thus far it has only been used on a few high value coins.
Germany introduced the technology on circulating 5 Euro coins featuring the earth's climate
zones. The coins did not circulate widely as most were quickly snapped up by the public and
collectors due to their unique construction. The subtropical climate zone is featured on the 2018
coin. It depicts herd of goats under the shade of a tree and a barren landscape and has an orange
polymer ring. The 2019 issue features the temperate climate zone and depicts a rabbit sitting on
farmland with forest in the background. I doubt the farmer is happy about a rabbit eating his
crops. It has a green polymer ring. The obverses include the German eagle, date mintmark,
denomination and the 12 stars of the European Union.
Item DE-5E-18ST GERMANY 5 EUROS 2018-G, SUBTROPICAL ZONE UNC. ...... $12.50
Item DE-5E-19TM GERMANY 5 EUROS 2019-F TEMPERATE ZONE UNC. .......... $12.50
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GERMAN EMPIRE COIN & CURRENCY SETS
In 1871 Otto Von
Bismarck united
the 26 independent
German
States forming the
Second
Reich,
also known as the
German Empire. During its 47 years of existence, the German Empire became the industrial,
technological, and scientific giant of Europe with the world's strongest army and third largest
economy. The Empire disintegrated following Germany's defeat in World War I. This five-coin
set includes the silver 1/2 Mark, minted from 1905 to 1919; the copper-nickel 5 and 10 Pfennig
and the copper 1 and 2 Pfennig, which were minted from 1874 to 1916. All five coins feature the
Imperial German Eagle on the reverse and the denomination on the obverse. The set of 3
beautiful German Empire banknotes consists of the 20, 100 and 1000 Mark notes dated between
1908 and 1914. The blue 20 Mark featured a crowned imperial German Eagle at the upper right
and measures 136x90mm. The large, blue 100 Mark includes a large crowned imperial German
Eagle on the front. The back features two women holding a large medallion depicting a woman's
head. It is 160 x105mm (6.3" x 4.1"). The huge brown 1000 Mark note features two allegorical
women representing seafaring and agriculture flanking the imperial German arms. The note is
187mm x 110mm (7.3” x 4.3”). It is printed on special ridged hemp paper containing blue silk
threads. When first issued, together the three notes could be redeemed for over 12 ounces of gold
on demand! After the start of World War I Germany halted the redemption of banknotes for
gold - but kept on printing banknotes. By
1922 the notes were
worthless.

Item DE-EMP-SET5 GERMAN 5 COIN SET 1874-1918 F-XF .................................. $12.00
Item PM-DE-SET3 GERMAN 20, 100 & 1000 MARK NOTES 1908-1914 F-VF ....... $6.00
Item PM-DE-SET3x10 10 OF THE ABOVE GERMAN EMPIRE 3 NOTE SETS .. $39.00
Item PM-DE-SET3x100 100 OF THE ABOVE GERMAN 3 NOTE SETS ............ $195.00
NIGHTINGALE ISLAND CROWN
Nightingale Island is a volcanic
island that is part of the Tristan
da Cunha group. Though it has
no
permanent
inhabitants,
Tristan da Cunha has issued this
2011 dated 1 Crown coin for
Nightingale Island. The coin
features a seal, the denomination
and the name of the island on
the reverse. Queen Elizabeth
and “Tristan da Cunha” is on the
obverse. The 39mm coin is struck in copper-nickel and is Brilliant Uncirculated.
Item NIGHT-1CR NIGHTINGALE IS. 1 CROWN 2011 SEAL BU ............................... $10.00
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DANCING ELEPHANTS FROM RHODESIA & NYASALAND
Great Britain issued a joint coinage for their
African colonies of Rhodesia and Nyasaland. The
1962 Rhodesia & Nyasaland Penny features a pair
of elephants that appear to be dancing! The
reverses have the name of the colonies,
denomination and date. The bronze coin was made
with a center hole. Rhodesia & Nyasaland is now
the independent countries of Zambia, Malawi and
Zimbabwe.
Item R+N 1P RHODESIA & NYASALAND 1 PENNY 1962 KM2 BU ...................... $5.00
MAORI CULTURE FEATURED ON OLD NEW ZEALAND COINS
The reverse designs of this
New Zealand six-coin set
reflect that nations ancient
Maori culture. The bronze
1/2 Penny depicts a Maori
Hei-tiki ornament. A Tui
bird in a kowhai tree is on
the bronze Penny. Maoris
believed the Tui was a
messenger of the gods. A
pair of Maori war clubs is
on the copper-nickel 3
Pence.
A now extinct
Huia bird is on the coppernickel 6 Pence. The bird
was regarded as sacred in Maori culture. A crouched Maori warrior is on the copper-nickel
shilling. A kiwi, the national bird of New Zealand is on the copper-nickel Florin. The Mary
Gillick portrait of young Queen Elizabeth I is on the obverse. The Penny is dated 1964, the
others are dated 1965. The coins are Uncirculated, however the Penny may have toning or spots.
Item NZ-SET65 NEW ZEALAND 6 COIN SET 1/2 PENNY-FLORIN 1964-65 ........... $8.00
COINS FROM TINY ANDORRA
The Principality of Andorra is a tiny nation on the border
of France and Spain that is nominally ruled by the Bishop
of Urgell and the President of France. It was originally
granted a charter by Charlemagne. In 988 Andorra was
given to the Bishop of Urgell. In 1095, in exchange for
military protection, the Bishop signed a treaty with the
Lord of Caboet, making them both co-sovereigns of Andorra. Eventually that part of the title
passed to President of France. In 1999 Andorra issued this 22mm aluminum 1 Centim coin as
part of the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization’s coin
program. One side depicts the winged figure of Ceres delivering wheat.
The other side has the denomination and the titles of the Bishop of
Urgell. Though Andorra is not a Euro member, it has the right to issue a
limited number of Euro coins due to pre-existing treaties with Spain and
France. The regular issue bi-metallic Andorra 2021 2 Euro features the
arms of Andorra on the reverse. The reverse is the standard map of
Europe design used on all 2 Euro coins.
Item AD-1CENT ANDORRA 1 CENTIM 1999 KM171 UNC. ......................................... $3.00
Item AD-2E21 ANDORRA 2 EURO 2021 KM527 UNC..................................................... $8.00
www.joelscoins.com
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ANCIENT & MEDIEVAL COINS
ANCIENT PERSIAN SILVER SIGLOS
The ancient Persian Empire stretched through the Fertile Crescent,
covering much of modern-day Iran, Iraq and Turkey. The Persian
silver Siglos was first introduced about 546BC, during the reign of
Cyrus the Great. The silver Siglos continued to be issued during the
reigns of Darius and Xerxes. It was practically the only coin of issued
by the Persian Empire until the it was conquered by Alexander the
Great in 330BC. The coins show the king kneeling holding a bow and carrying a spear or a
dagger. The reverse side has a crude incuse punch mark that was formed when the coin was
struck. It is an important historic coin that was used in much of the ancient world.
Item SIGLOS PERSIA SILVER SIGLOS, 546-330BC VG ....................................... $149.00
ATTRACTIVE HIGH GRADE SASANIAN SILVER DRACHMS
The Sasanian Empire controlled a vast empire that
at its greatest extent stretched from Egypt to
Pakistan. The state religion was Zoroastrianism,
which is reflected in the designs of their coins. The
obverses depict the emperor wearing a winged
helmet. The reverses feature a Zoroastrian fire
altar and two attendants.
Peroz ruled the vast Sasanian Empire between 457
and 484AD. The name Peroz, means “The Victor”,
though throughout much of his reign he was hardly victorious. The early years of his reign was
spent fighting with his brother over control of the Empire. The country then suffered from seven
years of drought and famine starting in 464. No sooner than the country recovered from the
famine, than Peroz attacked the Hephthalite (White) Huns. He suffered a crushing defeat, was
captured, and forced to surrender his son as a hostage until a large ransom was paid. In 482 the
province of Armenia successfully revolted and was lost. to the Empire. He then again attacked
the Huns, and was again defeated. Peroz, along with much of his army, was slaughtered
The silver Drachm of Khusro II (Khusraw
II, Khosrau II) shows virtually no wear
despite being over 1300 years old. Khusro
II was the last great Sasanian Emperor
before the Muslim conquest. He reigned
from 591 to 628AD. He was initially put
on the throne by his two uncles, who
deposed, blinded, then killed his father. An
army commander then usurped the throne,
Khusro regained the throne with the help of
Byzantine Emperor Maurice. After appointing his uncles to high positions, he had one of them
murdered. The other escaped and led a seven-year revolt against Khusro until he was killed.
After Maurice was murdered in 602AD attacked the Byzantine Empire. That war lasted the rest
of his reign. According to legend, his crown, which is depicted on the coin, was so laden with
gold and jewels his neck could not support the weight. In 628 Khusro’s son, Kavadh II revolted,
captured and executed Khusro. The coin is dated in the last year of his reign, which was 628AD.
The coin continued to be struck with the same date in the Tajikistan region some 10 to 20 years
following his death in order to provide coins needed for the Silk Road trade. At that time the
Sasanian Empire was in its final death throes, beset by dynastic wars, the loss to the Byzantines,
and the Muslim conquest. The Khusro II coin grades an amazing Almost Uncirculated.
Item SAS-PEROZ SASANIAN SILVER DRACHM, PEROZ 457-484AD XF............ $89.50
Item SAS-KH2 SASANIAN DRACHM TYPE OF KHUSRO II 591-628AD AU......... $89.50
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SILVER DRACHM OF ANTIOCHUS III THE GREAT
Antiochus III the Great became emperor of the Seleucid Empire at
age 18 in 222BC upon his brother's murder. The empire was in a
disorganized state with some provinces declaring independence.
Despite some initial defeats against the Ptolemies, he substantially
expanded his territory into Greece, Judea and into northern India. Towards the end of his reign,
he engaged in a disastrous war against the Roman Republic. He died in 187BC while pillaging a
temple. He is picture on the obverse of these silver Drachms. The reverse depicts Tyche.
Item ANTIOCHUS SELEUCID SILVER DRACHM OF ANTIOCHUS III Fine ...... $95.00
BEAUTIFUL ANCIENT SILVER COIN OF THE HIMYARITE KINGS OF ARABIA
The Himyarite Kingdom was centered in what is now Yemen. It
grew wealthy exporting frankincense and myrrh and trading ivory,
which they exported from Africa and sold to the Roman Empire.
About 380AD the kingdom converted from polytheism to Judaism.
These 15mm convex silver half denarius depict a male's head facing
right, with a monogram and a trident behind. The reverse features a smaller head, an ornamented
scepter and inscriptions. The coins were minted from about 100 to 200AD. Though struck in
high relief, the coins show only minimal wear. It is a scarce and attractive coin from a littleknown ancient kingdom.
Item HIMYARITE HIMYARITE SILVER 1/2 DENARIUS ca.100-200AD XF ....... $135.00
FORMER SLAVE FOUNDS GHAZNAVID DYNASTY
At its peak the Ghaznavids controlled a vast central Asian empire
that included Afghanistan, Pakistan, northern India as well as
parts of Iran and Turkmenistan. The founder of the dynasty was
Sabuktekin (Sabuktigin). In his youth he was captured in a tribal
war and sold as a slave. He was eventually purchased by Alptigin, the governor of Ghazna, who
so recognized his potential. He later married the Alptgin's daughter. In 977 he became governor
of Ghazna, which became a semi-independent kingdom within the Samanid Empire. He
expanded his kingdom, conquering much of which is now Afghanistan. He died in 997 after
becoming sick on a military campaign. His son Mahmud, declared full independence and further
expanded the territory. This silver dirham of Sabuktigin was struck at Farwan in Afghanistan.
One side cites the Shada (There is no God but Allah and Mohammed is his messenger). The
other side acknowledges his Samanid overlord and the Abbasid Caliph.
Item GHAZ-SEBUK GHAZNAVID DIRHAM OF SABUKTEKIN 977-997 Fine...... $18.00
A DOUBLE-CROSSING REBEL ATTEMPTS TO CREATE A DYNASTY
Wu Sangui (Wu San Kuei) had been the highest General of the Ming
Dynasty. In 1644, despite his control of a vast army, he opened the gates
of the Great Wall of China to the Manchus, allowing them to overthrow
the Ming Dynasty. The Manchu (Ch’ing Dynasty) Emperor rewarded
him by giving him near total control over Yunnan and nearby regions,
along with huge subsidies, the ability to collect taxes, monopolies on salt,
copper and gold, and control of his 100,000 man army. In 1673 when the
Manchus attempted to revoke his near-independent status, Wu Sangui
revolted. He proclaimed the Great Zhou (Chou) Dynasty. By 1676 most of southern and western
China was under rebel control and it appeared that the Manchu dynasty might fall. However, Wu
overextended himself and the Manchu forces began to retake lost territory. In 1678 he
proclaimed himself Emperor, but he died of dysentery in October of that year. We are pleased to
offer this 1 Cash coin from the Ming Rebel who caused the downfall of the Ming Dynasty and
attempted to overthrow the Ch’ing Dynasty and establish his own dynasty.
Item CN-S1335 CHINA 1 CASH WU SANGUI 1674-78 Scj.1335, H21.85 VG-crusty .. $8.00
www.joelscoins.com
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HISTORIC SILVER COINS
ATTRACTIVE OLD MEXICAN SILVER PESO
This silver Peso was the workhorse of
the Mexican economy from 1920 until
1945. It was during this period that
Mexico recovered from the upheavals
of the Mexican Revolution and went on
to establish new political and economic
institutions. One side features the
Mexican eagle on a cactus eating a
snake.
The numerals “0.7 20”,
indicating the silver content of the coin
(.720 fine silver) is on either side of the
head of the eagle. The other side has the denomination within a wreath and a rayed liberty cap
above. The 34mm and contains .3857 troy ounces of silver.
Item MX-1P455 MEXICO 1 PESO 1926-1945 KM455 XF-AU ...................................... $18.50
NAZI GERMAN SILVER 2 REICHSMARK
These 2 & 5 Reichsmark coins were the last silver
coins ever issued by Nazi Germany. There were
struck only from 1936 until 1939. One side depicts
Paul von Hindenburg, who turned Germany over to
Hitler. The other side features an eagle holding a
swastika. The 2 Reichsmark contains .1607 oz. of
silver. The 5 Reichsmark contains .4016. oz.
Item DE-93 NAZI GERMANY SILVER 2 REICHSMARK 1936-39 KM93 VF ......... $13.00
Item DE-94 NAZI GERMANY SILVER 5 REICHSMARK 1936-39 KM94 VF ......... $29.00
WORLD WAR II SILVER DIME FROM NEWFOUNDLAND
These silver 10 cents were struck for Newfoundland during
World War II. At the time Newfoundland was in a state of
political and economic turmoil. It was without a functioning
parliament. The Newfoundland 10 Cents features King George
VI on the obverse. The denomination, date and name of the
nation are on the reverse.
Item NEWF-10C NEWFOUNDLAND 10 CENTS 1941-45 VF ........................................ $7.00
FIRST COIN OF SHARJAH
Shortly after the assassination of
President John F. Kennedy the
Trucial State of Sharjah issued this
silver 5 Rupees. The 1964 dated
coin depicts Kennedy on one side
and the crossed flags of Sharjah on
the other. The coin was authorized
by Sheikh Saqr III bin Sultan Al
Qasimi, however the British, who
oversaw the Trucial States claimed
the Sheik had no authority to issue coins. The following year the British deposed the Sheik. In
1971 Sharjah became part of the United Arab Emirates. The 25mm coin is struck in .720 fine
silver and had of mintage of 33,000 in Uncirculated, of which 18,100 were later melted. The
coins are Uncirculated, but may show a bit of toning or minor nicks.
Item SHARJAH5R SHARJAH 5 RUPEES 1964 KM1, Br.X1 UNC. ........................... $65.00
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Ukraine & Russia
CURRENT RUSSIAN-UKRAINIAN WAR HAS ROOTS IN 10th CENTURY VIKING
The roots of Russia's recent invasion of Ukraine
can be traced back to a Viking who lived over 1000
years ago. Ironically both Russian President
Vladimir Putin and Ukrainian President
Volodymyr Zelenskyy share his name. In Russia
he is called Vladimir the Great. In Ukraine he is
Volodymyr the Great. Volodymyr was of Viking
descent, After the death of his father, the Grand
Prince of Kiev, he was forced flee to Scandinavia when war broke out between his brothers. He
gathered an army of Vikings and returned. By 980 he ruled much of what is now Ukraine,
Belarus and western Russia from his capital in Kyiv, creating what is called Kievan Rus.
Ukrainians see him as founder of an independent Ukrainian nation. Russia considers him to be
the founder of the first Russian Empire which included Ukraine. Both consider him a saint for
bringing Christianity to realm. Upon his death in 1015, his son Yaroslav engaged in a series of
complicated and bloody battles and intrigues against his own brothers before consolidating his
power. He codified legal customs of the Rus and was a patron of learning, books and culture,
hence he was known as "the wise". Under Yaroslav, Kievan Rus reached its cultural zenith and
the height of its military power. The 2006 Ukrainian 1 Hryvnia coin depicts Volodymyr the
Great holding a cross and a model of St. Sophia Cathedral in Kiev. The reverse of the 26mm
aluminum-bronze coin has the denomination. Volodymyr is also depicted on the Ukraine 2014 1
Hryvnia banknote. The back
depicts Kiev as it was in
Volodymyr's time along
with an eagle, cross, mace ax
and sword. The front of the
2013 2 Hryvni note depicts
Yaroslav the Wise and a
coin of his depicting the
tryzub (trident), which is
now the national emblem of
Ukraine. The back includes
an image of St. Sophia
Cathedral in Kiev which was
constructed for Yaroslav.
Item UA-1H06 UKRAINE 1 HRYVNIA COIN 2006 KM209 UNC. ............................... $4.00
Item PM-UA-SET2 UKARINE 1 & 2 HRYVNI BANKNOTES 2013-14 UNC. ............. $4.00
UKRAINE COIN SET
This set includes the 7 denominations
that Ukraine issued for its circulation
coinage. Included is the 1, 2, 5, 10,
25, 50 Kopiyok and 1 Hryvnia dating
from 1992 to 2003. One side of the
coin has the denomination. the other
features the Ukraine coat-of-arms.
The trident insignia on the dates back
to Volodymyr the Great who was the
Grand Prince of Kiev from 980 to
1015.
Item UA-SET7 UKRAINE 7 COIN SET, 1 KOPIYKA - 1 HRYVNIA XF-UNC. ...... $6.00
www.joelscoins.com
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RUSSIA CELEBRATES CRIMEAN TAKEOVER WITH BANKNOTE
In 2014 Russia took Crimea from
Ukraine and incorporated it into Russia.
To commemorate the annexation of
Crimea, Russia issued a 100 Ruble note
in 2015.
One side is devoted to
Sevastopol. It features the Monument to
the Ships sunk in the Siege of
Sevastopol in 1854. In the background
are sailing ships and outlines St.
Vladimir’s Cathedral and other historic
buildings. The other side is devoted to
Crimea.
It features the famous
“Swallow’s Nest” castle.
In the
background are Crimean landmarks
including the Big Khan Mosque and RT70 radio telescope. At the bottom is a
QR code for the Bank of Russia web
page that describes the note. The note
has a watermark of Catherine the Great,
who conquered Crimea in 1783. The
colorful note measures 150 x 65mm.
Item PM-RU-CRIMEA100R RUSSIA 100 RUBLES NOTE 2015 CRIMEA, UNC ...... $17.00
2014 CRIMEA COIN SET
This
unofficial
Crimean
coin set was
struck
shortly after
Russia took
Crimea from
Ukraine in
2014. After the breakup of the Soviet Union in 1991 Crimea became part of Ukraine, but Russia
wanted it back. In February 2014 Russian supported forces took control of Crimea. A quickly
called referendum was held on March 16, with a vast majority voting to join Russia. The 25 and
100 Rubles are bi-metallic. The designs of the 5 and 25 Rubles feature voting and the date that
Crimea voted to join Russia. The 10 and 100 Rubles depict a fist and the date that Russian forces
declared full control of Crimea. The reverses all feature the Arms of Crimea.
Item CRIMEA CRIMEA 2014 5, 10, 25 & 100 RUBLES, UNC. ..................................... $39.75
LAST COIN OF USSR COMMEMORATES DEFENSE OF MOSCOW
This Proof 1991 3 Rubles of the Soviet
Union
commemorating
the
50th
anniversary of the defense of Moscow in
World War II was one of the last coins
issued by the Soviet Union. The 33mm
copper-nickel coin depicts the arms of the
Soviet Union on the obverse. The reverse
features a column of marching troops
with the barrage balloon and the
Spaskaya Tower in the background.
Item RU-3R91-MOSCOW USSR 3 RUBLES 1991 Y301 PROOF ................................... $8.00
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RUSSIAN COINS FEATURE WEAPONS

In 2019 and 2020 Russia produced a series of 19 different circulating 25 Ruble coins featuring
the Weapons of the Great Victory of World War II. Each coin depicted a different weapon and
named the weapon's designer. The series includes guns, tanks, ships and airplanes. The crowned
Russian arms are on the obverse of each of the 27mm copper-nickel coins. In addition, a bimetallic 10 Ruble was issued in 2020 commemorating the 75 th anniversary of Russian victory.
All 20 coins are Uncirculated condition however, some coins may have minor nicks.
Item-RU-WEAPONS RUSSIA SET OF 20 WWII WEAPONS COINS 2019-20 ......... $39.95
PLASTIC COINS OF TRANSNISTRA

Transnistra, also known as Transdniestra, Trans-Dniester or Dniestr Republic is the Russian
occupied portion of eastern Moldova. It recently became entangled in the Ukraine war with
bombings and Russian officials declaring they planned to conquer all of southern Ukraine, from
the Russian border to Transnistra. In 2014 Transnistria released 4 circulating plastic coins: 1, 3, 5
and 10 Rubles depicting famous Russians from the Czarist era (none of whom had anything to do
with Transnistra). They are the world's first circulating plastic coins.
Item TRNS-SET14 TRANSDNIESTRA SET OF 4 PLASTIC COINS 2014, UNC. ...... $6.00
www.joelscoins.com
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MICRO-NATION & UNOFFICIAL ISSUES
2022 SILVER COIN OF GREATER IDAHO
Greater Idaho is a secessionist movement in
rural areas of Oregon, northeastern
California and southeastern Washington to
become part of Idaho. The conservative
rural areas are unhappy about the liberal
policies and politics imposed on them by the
heavily populated cities. They feel their
rural culture and values would be respected
and better preserved by becoming part of
Idaho. So far eight Oregon counties have
voted in favor of becoming part of Greater Idaho. Recently Smallforest, a private mint in
Oregon, hand struck this sterling silver coin for Greater Idaho. The 32mm coin is struck in .925
fine silver is dated 2022 and is denominated as 25 Greater Taters.. One side features a map of
Greater Idaho inside the outline of a potato. The other side depicts the Mister Potato head with
his nose forming the numerals 25. Total mintage is expected to be less than 300 pieces.
Item IDAHO25 GREATER IDAHO SILVER 25 GREATER TATERS 2022 UNC.... $29.95
KWA ZULU COIN
Kwa Zulu was one of the semiindependent homelands created
by the arparthied government of
South Africa. It was scattered
amoung 11 separate territories
and was the legal home of all
Zulus in South Africa.. After
aparthied was ended in South
Africa in 1994 it was reincorporated into South Africa as
part of KwaZulu-Natal province. A Zulu warrior is depicted on the reverse of this unofficial
2021 Kwa Zulu 100 Zemali coin. The obverse depicts the arms of Kwa Zulu which include a
leopard, lion and an elephant head.. The five-sided 36mm silver plated Proof coin has a mintage
of only 145 pieces
Item ZULU KWA ZULU 100 ZEMALI 2021 PROOF .................................................. $19.95
MODERN COIN FOR ANCIENT NUBIA
Nubia is a region along the Nile
River spanning from the
confluence of the Blue and
White Niles in Sudan to the
First Cataract in southern
Egypt. In ancient times it was
the home of powerful Black
kingdoms,
some
which
conquered ancient Egypt and
some were conquered by Egypt.
The obverse of this unofficial 2021 Nubian 5 Sudanese Pound coin features the name NUBIA,
ancient hieroglyphics and a Nubian emblem. The reverse depicts ancient Nubian warrior, a
Nubian pyramid and the arms of the Bank of Sudan. The 39mm silver-plated a mintage of only
150 pieces.
Item NUBIA NUBIA 5 POUNDS 2021 PROOF.............................................................. $19.95
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CELTIC CHIEF ON OUTER HEBRIDES COIN
Outer Hebrides is
a chain of 15
inhabited
and
more than 50
substantially
uninhabited off the
western coast of
Scotland.
Celtic
control of the
islands continued
until
Vikings
raided the islands
at the end of the 8th Century. The islands contain many pre-historic stone structures. The
obverse of this unofficial 2021 Outer Hebrides 100 Shillings coin features the emblem of the
Outer Hebrides and the name of the islands in Scottish Gaelic and English. Scottish Gaelic is the
primary language spoken on most of the islands. The reverse of the coin features a fierce Celtic
Chief holding a shield and staff. The six-sided, 40mm silver plated has a mintage of only 145
pieces.
Item OUT.HEB OUTER HEBRIDES 100 SHILLINGS 2021 PROOF ........................ $19.95
SAMURAI ON COIN OF SATSUMA
Satsuma was one of the richest and
most powerful domains during the
Shogunate period of Japan. It
controlled most of the island of
Kyushu in southern Japan and in
1609 conquered the Ryukyu
Kingdom
(Okinawa).
Many
unemployed
and
disaffected
Samurai migrated there after 1871
when the Meiji emperor abolished
Japan's feudal domains and the privileges of the Samurai. In 1877 Satsuma was the scene of a
major rebellion by the Samurai against the Meiji government. The expense of the putting down
the rebellion forced Japan to make numerous monetary reforms. The unofficial five-sided silverplated Proof coin depicts a Samurai standing in front of Kumamoto Castle, which was
unsuccessfully sieged by Samurai during the rebellion. The obverse features a dragon. The 2021
coin is denominated 1000 Yen. It has a mintage of only 150 pieces.
Item SATSUMA SATSUMA 1000 YEN 2021 PROOF .................................................. $19.95
SEMINOLE INDIAN ON 2021 FLORIDA 20 DOLLAR COIN
A Seminole warrior holding a
rifle and a tomahawk is
featured on this six-sided
unofficial Florida 20 Dollar
coin. The obverse features the
historical Florida coat of arms.
The historical coat of arms
includes a steamboat, female
Indian,
cocoa
palm
and mountains (mountains in
Florida?!) The 39mm silver-plated Proof coin is dated 2021 and has a mintage of only 140
pieces.
Item FL-20D FLORIDA 20 DOLLARS 2021 PROOF ................................................... $19.95
www.joelscoins.com
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OTTAWA INDIAN IN CANOE ON 2021 MICHIGAN 20 DOLLAR COIN
This unofficial odd-shaped
2021 20 Dollar coin of
Michigan
features
an
Ottawa in a canoe. The coat
of arms of Michigan is on
the obverse. The six-sided
coin measures 40mm x
30mm. The silver plated
Proof coin has a mintage of
only 140 pieces.
Item MI-20D MICHIGAN 20 DOLLARS 2021 PROOF .............................................. $19.95
NEW HAMPSHIRE, NEVADA & UTAH GOLDBACK NOTES

Goldback notes are a voluntary local currency made of 24 karat gold! Each wafer-thin note is
coated with a protective plastic coating so it can be circulated without the gold tearing. They are
issued in increments of 1/1000 troy ounce of gold in order to allow for small purchases. The 1
Goldback contains 1/1000 troy ounce of gold and measures 66x117mm. The notes are printed on
one side only, with intricate multi-color allegorical 19th century style designs. Goldback Aurum
notes have been issued for Utah, Nevada and New Hampshire, states that allow certain forms of
gold as legal tender. The notes of each state have unique designs. The New Hampishire 1
Goldback portrays Gratia (Grace) depicted as native Abenaki woman. The Nevada 1 Goldback
features Caritas (charity). The Utah 1 Goldback features Prudentia (prudence) with elements of
the Indian tribes of that state.
Item NV-GOLD1 ONE 1 NEW HAMPSHIRE GOLDBACK NOTE UNC. ................... $7.50
Item NV-GOLD1 ONE 1 NEVADA GOLDBACK NOTE UNC. ..................................... $7.50
Item UT-GOLD1 ONE 1 UTAH GOLDBACK NOTE UNC. .......................................... $7.50
Item GOLDBACK3 ALL 3 OF THE ABOVE GOLDBACK NOTES ......................... $20.00
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World Paper Money
RARE ST. PIERRE & MIQUELON BANKNOTE
St. Pierre and
Miquelon are
small
islands
off the coast of
Newfoundland.
They are the
last remnant of
what
was
France's vast North American empire. This colorful 5 Franc note was issued for St. Pierre &
Miquelon from 1950 to 1960. The design was the same as France used on notes for their
tropical overseas territories. The front features French Admiral and explorer Louis Antoine de
Bougainville (1729-1811) and his sailing ship "La Boudeuse" near a tropical island. The back
pictures a tropical island scene with a woman, palm trees and tropical fruit. St. Pierre &
Miquelon now uses Euros and no longer has its own currency. The note measures 114 x 60mm.
Item PM-PM-5F ST. PIERRE & MIQUELON 5 FRANCS P22 UNC. ....................... $65.00
FIRST BANKNOTE OF NORTH MACEDONIA
In 1991 the
Republic
of
Macedonia
gained independence in the
breakup
of
Yugoslavia.
Greece, however objected to the name Macedonia and blocked Macedonia's membership to the
European Union and NATO. The countries finally came to an agreement and in 2019 and
Macedonia was renamed the Republic of North Macedonia. The first banknotes issued under the
new name were released in 2020, including this beautiful polymer 10 Denars note. The design
was similar to previous issues. The front includes a crescent-shaped gold filigree earring from the
4th century BC and an ancient alabaster statue of the Egyptian Goddess. In the lower left corner
is a 2nd Century AD marble bust. The reverse features a mosaic of a peacock from the 4 th-5th
century. The peacock motif is repeated in the see-through window on the right.
Item PM-MK-10D NORTH MACEDONIA 10 DENARS BANKNOTE 2020 UNC. ..... $3.00
ATTRACTIVE NEW HIGH SECURITY BANKNOTES FROM QATAR

Qatar introduced a new series of banknotes in December 2021. The notes won the High Security
Printing Banknote Collection award due to their sophisticated security features and attractive
designs. The fronts share a common design based on traditional geometric patterns, the Qatar
flag, gate of the Qatar State Mosque and a high-security shifting image in the shape of a flower.
The back of the 1 Riyal includes the Pearl Monument in Doha and a dhow. The back of the 5
Riyal depicts a camel, horses and oryxes in front of a traditional tent. The back of the 10 Riyal
depicts the country's modern architecture: Lusail Iconic Stadium, Aspire Tower, Sidra Medical
and Research Center, and Qatar Foundation headquarters building in Doha.
Item PM-QA-SET3 QATAR 1, 5 & 10 RIYAL NOTES 2020 UNC............................... $18.50
www.joelscoins.com
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IMPRESSIVE 2021 MEXICAN 20 PESO NOTE

Mexico issued this amazing, award winning 20 Peso note in 2021 to commemorate the 200 th
anniversary of the nation's independence. The front, which is in horizontal format, features The
Army of the Three Guarantees peacefully entering Mexico City, the flag of the Army and the
current Mexican flag. The back is in vertical format. It depicts a crocodile and a chocolate heron
in the Sian Kaan Biosphere Reserve. The polymer note features many sophisticated anticounterfeiting devices including a window with two color shifting inks: green to gold and red to
gold, inks that glow in three colors when exposed to ultra-violet light, an integrated magnetic
design in the shape of a flower, and embossed features to help the blind. It is an impressive
piece of currency.
Item PM-MX-20P21 MEXICO 20 PESOS NOTE 2021 UNC. ......................................... $7.00
CHINA 2022 OLYMPIC BANKNOTES
China
released
two
circulating
vertical 20 Yuan
banknotes
to
commemorate the
2022
Beijing
Winter Olympics.
A polymer note
depicts a pair of
figure skaters on
one side and a
skating pavilion
on the other. A
paper note depicts
a free style skier on the front. The unusual Olympic ski jump ramp and the Great Wall of China
are on the back. Both notes incorporate the emblems of the Beijing Winter Olympics the People's
Republic of China on the front.
Item PM-CN-OLY20 CHINA SET OF 2 OLYMPIC 20 YUAN BANKNOTES, UNC.$18.00
NEW BAHAMAS 5 DOLLAR NOTE

Bahamas recently released this colorful 5 Dollar note dated 2020. The front depicts a map of the
Bahamas, a Hibiscus and politician Sir Cecil Whitfield. The back features Junkanoo dancers and
the national arms. The note is printed on an advanced hybrid substrate designed for use in
tropical environments. It features a cotton core incorporating a watermark of Cecil Whitfield, a
green to gold security thread and other security features encased in an ultra-thin polyester film.
Item PM-BS-5D BAHAMAS 5 DOLLAR NOTE 2020 UNC. ........................................ $12.00
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EMERGENCY LOCAL CURRENCY
WASHINGTON COUNTY, OREGON DEPRESSION SCRIP

During the Great Depression of the 1930's many communities ran short money and issued scrip
which circulated in the local area. This 50 Cent note was made for Washington County, Oregon
and is dated April 15, 1933; about 6 weeks after Roosevelt declared the Banking Holiday. On the
back is the terms of redemption (basically it will be redeemed whenever the county has money to
redeem it). It is approximately 162mm x 71mm. This note is unissued and is in original
Uncirculated condition. It is a rare monetary item from the Great Depression.
Item WASH-50C WASHINGTON COUNTY, OREGON 50 CENT NOTE 1933 UNC.$18.00
ITALIAN MINIASSEGNI
Starting in 1975 many Italian banks issued what
are called miniassegni, in order alleviate a
severe coin shortage.
To get around
prohibitions against issuing currency the
miniassigni were technically circulating
cashier's checks. There were issued a number
of denominations ranging for 50 Lire to 400
Lire. Most are about 4 inches (100mm) long.
Soon other businesses began to issue them as
well, including municipal chambers of
commerce, stores, newsstands and bars. Some
notes are quite colorful, highlighting local
tourist sites. By 1979 the government finally
produced enough coins and the series came to an end. They remain little known outside of Italy.
Item IT-MINIASSx1 1 ITALY MINIASSIGNI 1975-78 AU-UNC. .............................. $1.00
Item IT-MINIASSx10 10 ITALY MINIASSIGNI FROM 10 DIFF. BANKS F-UNC. . $9.50
Item IT-MINIASSx50 50 DIFFERENT ITALY MINIASSIGNI F-UNC. ................... $45.00
ATTRACTIVE & COLORFUL GERMAN NOTGELD NOTES
During and after World War I many
communities
in
Germany
issued
emergency money called notgeld due to a
severe coin shortage.
Most were
denominated 1 Mark or less and are
usually less than 4 inches (90mm) long.
The issues ceased by 1922 with the
collapse of the German economy. They
have a wide variety of themes, including
fairy tales, local history, monuments, and
political satire.
Most notes are
Uncirculated. Every lot is different,
Item PM-DE-NOTx25 25 DIFFERENT GERMAN NOTGELD NOTES .................. $22.50
Item PM-DE-NOTx100 100 DIFFERENT GERMAN NOTGELD NOTES ................ $89.50
Item PM-DE-NOTx200 200 MOSTLY DIFF. GERMAN NOTGELD NOTES ........ $149.50
Item PM-DE-NOTx1000 1000 MOSTLY DIFF. GERMAN NOTGELD NOTES ..... $695.00
www.joelscoins.com
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BULK & BARGAIN LOTS
WORLD CROWN LOTS
Copper-nickel crown sized (37-42mm) coins have been issued by many nations.
I recently
purchased a dealer's stock that included many of these popular coins, too many to list
individually. Most feature wildlife or are commemorative issues with attractive designs. I made
up lots of 20 different Uncirculated world crowns - without any British crowns. Each lot is
different though there will be some duplication between lots.
Item CROWN20 20 DIFFERENT WORLD CROWNS, UNC. ................................... $110.00
Item CROWN100 5 LOTS OF 20 DIFF. WORLD CROWNS (Total 100) UNC. ...... $495.00
PRE-1900 COIN SPECIAL
Each lot will contain 10 different coins with AD dates before 1900 in About Good to Very Fine
condition. Every lot will be different. Considering the coins are all over 120 years old, they are
quite inexpensive.
Item PRE-1900 10 DIFFERENT PRE-1900 WORLD COINS, About Good to VF ..... $15.00
Item PRE-1900x100 100 MIXED PRE-1900 WORLD COINS, About Good-VF ....... $95.00
THE LITTLE ZOO
32 different Uncirculated world coins, all featuring various animal, birds, fish and other wildlife.
The set includes an identification sheet with the names of the animals.
Item ZOO32 32 DIFFERENT COINS DEPICTING ANIMALS, UNC. ..................... $18.00
NATIONS OF THE WORLD COIN COLLECTIONS
These collections of coins are from all different nations around the world. The sets come with a
listing to help identify which coins are from which nations. All coins are Uncirculated. It is a
great way to learn about the world or build a one-coin-from-every-country collection.
Item DCCN100 100 DIFFERENT COINS FROM 100 DIFF. COUNTRIES, UNC. .. $35.00
Item DCCN183 183 DIFFERENT COINS FROM 183 DIFF. COUNTRIES, UNC. .. $69.00
500 DIFFERENT WORLD COINS COLLECTION
This is a wonderful set, especially for beginners or someone who wants to expand their
collection. It contains 500 different coins from about 150 countries from around the world. About
85% of the coins are Uncirculated. The coins are loose, but the set includes an identification list.
Item BK-SET500 500 DIFFERENT WORLD COINS ............................................... $149.95
WEST VIRGINIA COAL MINE TOKENS
These tokens, also known as Scrip, Dingles, Clackers, and many other names, were issued by
coal companies as an advance on miners' wages. We have historic collections of 10 different or
100 different coal scrip tokens. The 10 Different lot are West Virginia tokens from 1 cent to 1
Dollar. The 100 Different lot also contains other states and higher values.
Item COALx1 1 WEST VIRGINIA COAL SCRIP TOKEN, VG-UNC. ..................... $4.00
Item COALx10 10 DIFFERENT COAL MINE TOKENS, VG-UNC. ........................ $35.00
Item COALx100 100+ DIFFERENT COAL MINE TOKENS, VG-UNC. ................ $475.00
ALL DIFFERENT WORLD PAPER MONEY LOTS
These sets are all different world banknotes. The larger lots include the notes from the smaller
lots, as well as scarcer and higher value notes. Notes are Uncirculated.
Item LOTPM50 50 Different world banknotes, Uncirculated ....................................... $19.50
Item LOTPM100 100 Different world banknotes, Uncirculated ................................... $48.50
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